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spring break mission trip will happen
again this year, but it will likely not
take place in Mexico. An incident with
two of Cor Jesu’s vans in Reynosa last
April on Mission: Mexico exacerbated
mounting fears about the potential dangers of the trip and has forced St. Louis
U. High to seriously reconsider the future
of the spring break mission trip.
In the past, students have gone to
Reynosa during spring break through Strategic Alliance, a mission trip organization run
by Roland Ashby. The students, along with
parents and teachers, organized into teams of
15 to build one 12- by 20-foot house in the
colonia, a neighborhood built on a landfill
in the poorest part of Reynosa.
Students, parents, and teachers left their
hotel in Reynosa on Saturday, April 3 around

Mass last Friday. They
are followed by alumni
who are currently Jesuit scholastics and the
SLUH Jesuit commnity.
Fr. Carl Heumann was
the principal celebrant.
Students with torches
formed the rear of the
procession.

AP scores
hold steady
by Patrick O’Leary
web editor

S

t. Louis U. High’s students were once
again very successful on the Advanced
Placement (AP) tests, scoring a three or
higher on 89 percent of tests taken.
The AP numbers were generally in
the same range as last year. The number
of students taking exams (326) was down
slightly from 2009’s 348, while the number
of exams taken climbed to 741 from 2009’s
714. Students taking the exams scored a
three or higher on 89 percent and a four or
higher on 68 percent, similar to previous
years’ percentages.
“Students did very well this year, but
they do very well every year,” said Assisstant Principal for Academics Tom Becvar.
“I think they lived up to their potential.”
Social studies teacher Marge Schmidt,
who did much of the organization for the exams, said, “The students did well.” Schmidt
also noted that her AP Psychology students
“rocked!” She said, “I am really proud of
my students; they did a really beautiful job,
but all of the teachers have really good pass
rates.”
The number of subjects tested increased
from 20 to 22 with students taking the
Japanese Language and Culture and English
Language and Composition exams.
The Japanese Language and Culture
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3:30 a.m. in the same white vans they had
used all week—14 in all. On the way to the
Texas-Mexico border, however, two Cor
Jesu vans got caught at a stoplight.
At that time, three dark, unmarked cars
pulled up and blocked the vans’ path, one
on each side and one in front, according to
Cor Jesu graduate Meredith Hiller, sister of
junior Brian Hiller. Men got out of the cars
and began pounding on the windows of the
vans, demanding to know who the students
were, where they were from, and why they
were there in such large numbers and in
matching white vans, said Meredith Hiller.
The second van, Hiller’s van, had a
student who spoke Spanish and explained
to the man through the window that they
were Americans on a mission trip and that
they were heading back to Texas. The men
left them alone once they understood. Men
at the first van, however, berated the van’s
occupants, yelling in Spanish for some time
before backing off, according to Meredith
Hiller.
Given the previous attacks by Mexican

see REYNOSA, 8

STUCO will now send raised money to
general fund; school will control budget

f students seem a little more flush with
cash recently, there might be an explanation: Students have had an extra two
dollars in their wallet after the Back-toSchool mixer price dropped from seven
dollars to five. Student Council (STUCO),
which puts on the mixer every year, instituted the price drop in large part because
of a change in the way they handle their
budget.
In the past, STUCO would make money
on events such as the mixer and then directly
use that money to finance their various
endeavors, such as dances or donations to
charity. Now, STUCO has been allotted a
set budget by the school’s financial department, so instead of STUCO’s controlling the
money they raise, it will go into the school’s
general fund.
The change allows for more financial security on STUCO’s part, explained STUCO
treasurer Phil Nahlik. “There is no pressure
on us if say, for instance, the Back-to-School
Mixer happened to end up on DeSmet’s night.
There is no pressure that we have to make

that money.. In previous years we would
have been dependent on that money. This
year we have flexibility,” said Nahlik.
From the Business Office’s perspective,
the change will allow for more accountability, as any transaction will go directly through
the department. However Vice President of
Administration Michael Leary said the move
was mostly just a book-keeping change,
and would have no effect on how STUCO
allocates its funds.
“It’s a pretty straightforward process.
Instead of Student Council collecting the
money and keeping it under their control,
it goes to the school and then the school, in
effect, gives it back to Student Council,” said
Leary, adding, “It wouldn’t have any bearing
on (how STUCO spends their money).”
Nahlik generally agreed, adding that
the only main change would be that it might
now be easier for STUCO to budget their
funds for the entire year.
“We’ll know how much we have to work
with, that will be the biggest difference. We’ll
know we can donate so much in the fall and
so much in the spring,” said Nahlik.
Those donations are an important factor when figuring STUCO’s budget. Nahlik
explained that when STUCO puts on fundraisers it gives all money raised to charity.
However, STUCO often also adds some of
their own funds. For example, Nahlik said
that last year’s Penny Wars raised roughly

$1,500 for Operation Sunscreen; however,
STUCO donated a total of $6,000.
According to documents obtained by
the Prep News, STUCO spent $34,603.98
during the 2009-’10 school year and made
$45,775.08. Nahlik said that the money left
over was donated to charities, with a large
chunk going to the Jacob Ritz-Brendan
Langford Scholarship foundation.
This year’s budget is set at $70,000,
according to STUCO moderator Brock Kesterson. That figure is formulated by looking at
STUCO’s past expenditures. Noted STUCO
moderator Kesterson, “The budget is based
on our history of revenue in the past.”
Kesterson said that there was still some
complication when it came to where money
earned from fundraisers would go. Although
all money raised by STUCO now generally
goes to the school, it is possible that the funds
could go directly to the charity for which
they are raised.
“It’s a sticky point,” said Kesterson,
referring to charitable donations.
Nahlik said that the budget for this year
was generally in line with what STUCO
normally spends, but added that it was a
little “generous.”
Besides donating to charities, STUCO
uses the majority of its funds on supplies such
as paint for Freshman Fun Day, dances and
all the necessary expenses that come with
them, food for school events, and T-shirts.
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Football dismantles Ladue
The Bills stopped Ladue’s dual-threat quarterback Kortland Webb and moved the ball
efficiently. They face Webster tonight. Page 5

Students now Eucharistic ministers
Campus Ministry trained seniors to be
ministers for all-school liturgies, hoping
to increase participation in Masses. Page 2

In like a lion, out like a lamb
The war that sparked so much debate and
protest officially ended one and a half weeks
ago; where was the debate at SLUH?. Page 3

Cross country begins march to State
The cross country team opened with a display
of its traditional pack running strategy and
captured its first victory in St. Charles. Page 6

SLUH student publications update
For some publications, it’s business as usual,
but others are enacting significant changes to
their leadership and mission. Page 4

Commentary: Support your team
This weekend will showcase the best SLUH
sports has to offer. Will you be there to cheer
on your classmates? Page 3

Change will improve
financial security
by Nathan Rubbelke
and Nate Heagney
core staff
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Seniors to serve as Eucharistic Ministers Hruz wins
Serra Club
S
essay contest
by Matt Cooley and
core staff, reporter

Nick Keeven

Tran hopes to find a few more volunteers
to reach his goal of 36.
“It just sounded like it would be a neat
tudents served as Eucharistic MinisPHOTO BY TED WIGHT experience, kind of a
ters at last week’s
way to serve the comMass of the Holy Spirmunity,” said senior Will
it, a role that has been
Brennan.
limited to faculty in the
In Activity Period
past.
training sessions, stu“The main reason
dents learned about both
that I want to bring it back
the practical details of
is that I want more studistributing communion
dent participation in the
and the significance of
Eucharist,” said campus
the Eucharist itself.
ministry team member
“We talked about how
John Lan Tran, S. J.
people would react to
The campus minisdifferent things,” said
try department found out
Brennan. “Some people
students were interested
would bow, some people
in the position through
would genuflect before
an interest survey it
it. You’d have to underdistributed at the end of
stand that it means somelast school year. Thirtything different to every
two seniors followed up
with the training, and Senior Michael Kaminski distributes the Host at person and respect that.”

St. Louis U. High has not had student
Eucharistic Ministers for at least 15 years,
but Tran said that he had heard that students
had been ministers at some time in the past.
The Archdiocese of St. Louis requires
Eucharistic Ministers, officially called Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion,
to be 18 years old, which limits the number
of students who are eligible to participate. In
addition to being 18, students must be Confirmed and currently practicing Catholics.
The 50 existing adult ministers in the
school will continue to make up about half
of the ministers at most Masses, although
special occasions, such as graduation, will
have only student ministers.
“I’m very excited because I think that
the students are tremendously excited,” said
Tran. “I hope it helps to stir up the spirit
among the students a little bit.”

last week’s Mass of the Holy Spirit.

SLUH group travels across Europe
11 students and 2
teachers visit historic
cities and sights
over 23 days
by Alex Boatman
and Matt Cooley
reporter, core staff

A

group of eleven St. Louis U. High seniors, along with French teacher Jennifer Crespin and Spanish teacher Charlie
Merriott, spent 23 days in Europe this past
summer.
After departing June 1, the group first
stopped in London. Other stops included the
Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
France, and Spain. The group visited the
Colosseum, the Eiffel Tower, the Vatican,
and many other famous places.
Normally about 30 students go on the
trip. Crespin attributed the decrease in participation to the sluggish economy.
“(It) was actually quite nice to have a
small group,” said Crespin. “We got a lot of
individual attention.”
The students also represented a mix
of SLUH’s language program. The French

Metro
Update
Due to Proposition A’s passage in April,
Metro has restored all of its previously eliminated bus service, and created new routes
based on rider demand. Among these is an
express bus which will make special trips
to SLUH before and after school hours.
—In the morning, the #57X Clayton Express
will make two trips from the Brentwood
MetroLink station—one leaving at 6:52
a.m. and arriving at SLUH at 6:59 a.m., and
another departing at 7:16 a.m. and arriving
at 7:23 a.m. In the afternoon, two buses will
depart SLUH: one at 4:02 p.m., and one at
5:02 p.m., both arriving seven minutes later.
—The 59 Dogtown will continue to serve
SLUH, and will travel through Maplewood
to Webster Groves.
—Trains will now depart from the Central
West End MetroLink station every six
minutes.
Full schedules and maps can be found online
at metrostlouis.org.
-Compiled by Joe Klein

students enjoyed putting their skills to the Buettner.
test in France, as did the Spanish students
Good weather throughout the trip and an
in Spain.
enthusiastic, cooperative group of students
PHOTO COURTESY PHIL NAHLIK made the trip especially
“My favorite stop
was Paris, mostly beenjoyable.
cause... I got to speak
“We all had a wonderwhat I learned,” said
ful time together,” said
senior Stephen Deves.
Crespin. “It definitely
Merriott’s favorite
felt like a vacation.”
stop was the Anne Frank
“The best part of the
House in Amsterdam.
trip was getting to expeThe group visited the
rience the culture of all
house on the anniversary
the different countries,
of D-Day (June 6), but
and seeing how they live
didn’t realize the sigover there, because it’s
nificance of the date until
way different than how
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In the future,
and was a very spiritual
though, trips to Europe
experience.
will have a narrower
S e n i o r K e v i n SLUH students pose in front of St. Paul’s Cathe- focus. Next year, there
dral in Rome.
Buettner said the FIFA
will be an extended trip
World Cup added exciteto France, which will give
ment to the trip because the students watched students a taste of French culture for two to
the games in countries whose teams were three weeks instead of just a day. Crespin said
competing. The students were in Spain when that the change is intended to provide more
Spain won one of its group play games, and opportunities for SLUH’s French program,
the students watched the streets go crazy.
but the trip will still be open to students who
“It was intense. It was a lot of fun,” said do not take French.

by Luke Buckheit
reporter
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unior Matt Hruz entered an essay contest sponsored by the Serra Club of
PHOTO BY BRAD HOFFMEISTER
Saint Louis
last winter.
On Aug. 30,
he accepted
first prize at
a ceremony
in the Currigan Room.
H r u z
learned about
the contest at
a morning
Mass from
Ralph Houlihan S.J., who
encouraged
him to submit an essay.
The essay
prompt was,
“What is the
spirit of God
asking me to
do with my Matt Hruz poses with his award
last month.
life?” Hruz described his feelings on God’s calling in his
life in the essay.
Hruz entered the contest in February,
but did not know he had won until a family friend saw his name on the Serra Club
website and told Hruz’s mother.
“I (thought) I had lost (because) they
hadn’t called me. I was totally caught off
guard,” he said of learning his essay was
chosen.
On Aug. 30, Hruz accepted his
prize—$1,000 and a framed certificate, from
the president of the Saint Louis Serra Club,
Lee Hanley, in the Currigan Room as SLUH
President David Laughlin, the SLUH Jesuit
community, Hruz’s parents, and some of his
teachers looked on.
“It was good. I’m very surprised by
how many people came,” Hruz said of the
ceremony. “It was very special.”

Sommer joins art dept. as student teacher
by Jack
staff

Witthaus

mer wrestled and played football before his
parents forced him to leave the gridiron due
efore Ben Sommer travels thousands to an injury.
At Knox College, Sommer deepened
of miles to South America to assist
in United States Peace Corps operations, his love of Spanish and the arts, where he
you better say hello to him. And you bet- majored in Spanish and minored in art eduPHOTO BY TED WIGHT cation.
ter do it quick.
In order to obtain his
For the next ten
teaching degree through
weeks, Sommer will asFontbonne, Sommer
sist St. Louis U. High art
must volunteer for ten
classes under the direcweeks at a school. Somtion of art teachers John
mer, influenced by two
Mueller and Joan Bugnitz
SLUH alumni in college,
in an effort to obtain his
thought SLUH was a
K-12 teaching certificapretty neat place to voltion through Fontbonne
unteer his time.
University.
“I picked SLUH beSommer is helping
cause it’s close to where
out with five-day 2D
I live, and I knew two
Design and teaching two
guys in college who went
sections of Fine Arts Surto SLUH and were pretty
vey, as well as observing
cool,” Sommer said.
print-making with Bugnitz
Sommer’s experience
and co-teaching Drawing
with SLUH thus far has
I.
lived up to his expectaA St. Louis native,
Mr. Ben Sommer
tions.
Sommer attended grade
“I’ve been really impressed
school at Forsyth Elementary
and John Burroughs High School for his by the students. They are really hard worksecondary education. In high school, Som- ers,” he said.

B

Although challenged inside the classroom, Sommer also tries to improve his
art skills at home. For one hour every day,
Sommer tries to reproduce famous paintings;
his latest piece is a reproduction of Rafael’s
“Virgin and Child with Pomegranate.”
When he finishes up his teaching degree,
Sommer plans to enter the Peace Corps and
work in South America for two years.
“It’s my dream,” Sommer said. “I want
to do good work and refine my Spanish.”

Quote of the
Week
Abandon all
hope, ye who
enter here.
—Inferno of Dante
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Lions and lambs
Have we just turned
the page or let
the fire go out?
by Nick Fandos
editor in chief

March 2003 came in like a lion at St.
Louis U. High. A fiery anti-war homily
sparked arguments and debates. Students
and faculty rushed to protest or defend.
Marches and demonstrations were planned.
One senior led an oil boycott. Operation
Iraqi Freedom was about to get underway:
the U.S. was going to war and a number of
vocal students were furious about it.
Last Tuesday night, nearly seven and
a half years later, the U.S. combat mission
in Iraq officially ended. President Barack
Obama took to the U.S. airways to assess
the last decade and indicate where the future
may lead us. The war that stirred so much
emotion and controversy for years went out
like a lamb.
But as this milestone, so unlikely just
two years ago, came and passed, it didn’t
seem like many here took notice. In many
respects, our school certainly reflects our
country, one tired of war. As the President
suggested last Tuesday night, perhaps we’ve
just turned the page on a bloody, costly
memory that’s old news. In the end, perhaps
there’s just not much to talk about. But I
don’t think it’s that simple.
As we pull out of Iraq, it is in part to dig
deeper into Afghanistan. We’ve been mired
in the mountains there for nearly a decade.
Our government is spending billions of dollars a week, dozens of U.S. lives a month,
and we are silent. The debate has stopped.
At some point over the past seven years
something changed and, in my opinion, was
lost.
To recognize this change is difficult,
because it manifests itself in a number of
different forms, and in many areas it doesn’t
look like change at all. Parts of this school are
still like that lion witnessed here in 2003. If

anything, these parts—the Young Democrats
and Republicans—are more visible than
ever thanks to smart-looking publications
and well-rehearsed talking-points.
Every time I receive the SLUH Review
or Progressive in my mailbox, it’s clear
there are still politically interested students
out there. But lost in these aesthetically
pleasing, often polished commentaries and
staged “debates” is real passion for what we
believe in. Sure, words can take the form of
passion, but it’s rare that those words ever
spark an impassioned response. In that way,
I think the lion has changed. It reflects Keith
Olbermann and Glenn Beck’s cable news
world, not the real one where we must live
and work with those who disagree with us.
In a time where technology has opened
access to an incredible number of new
sources and ideas, we seem content to cling
even more tightly to the poles. It’s rare that I
come across a conversation between liberal
and a conservative, in print or the classroom,
where ideas actually are exchanged. We seem
to think that it’s a dishonor to be swayed
by an opposing viewpoint, even to redefine
the smallest of points, lest we look foolish.
I know I’ve been there.
So where does that leave the rest, those
who shy away from the edges, happy to be
forgotten in the lion’s shadow? I can’t say
with any real fact that the number of politically disinterested has grown or shrunk in
recent years, but nevertheless something
here, too, seems to have changed.
A mix of new distractions and cynicism have emerged since 2003. After all,
it’s easier to play a video game than read
the newspaper. Cell phones are just as easy a
distraction, or Facebook. Easier still is to fall
victim to the cynicism that is a by-product
of polarization. Democrats and Republicans
can’t ever work together, the system is just
broken, or so goes the reasoning. I hear it
all the time: “Well, there’s no use arguing. I
don’t think we’ll ever get out of this mess.”
But to concede this is to give up any
hope for the future. The only way we can fix
the what so troubles us is by doing just the
opposite of what’s expected—abandoning

Cartoons are the opinion of the artist and do not reflect the opinion of either the Prep News or St. Louis U. High.

that attitude, and opening up. The way out
of political stalemate is learning to drown
out the appealing voices of cable news. It’s
putting down the remote and picking up the
newspaper. It’s ignoring political cynicism
and believing that I can make a difference.

Commentary

We seem to have forgotten that.
I often wonder, if we invaded Iraq in
2010, would many around here even notice?
I would like to hope they would, but politics
have a way of taking the back seat when our
Facebook status needs updating.

Who’s High? Who’s High?
School spirit? Let’s
prove it.
by Nate Heagney
core staff

When I sat down to write this commentary, I was planning to say that SLUH
students should attend school sporting events
because of the brotherhood and community
which unite us. But let’s face it, you’ve heard
all that before, and those aren’t the main
reasons we decide to go to games. We go
mostly because we want to have a good time,
because we want to watch our classmates and
because we want to watch the Jr. Bills win.
Everyone has heard the classic complaints
about how SLUH kids never go to games,
or how when they do they just talk to girls
and don’t cheer. And so far in my time at
SLUH, I’ve found those statements to be
pretty accurate.
This year, and certainly this fall, SLUH
sports teams all around us have a chance to
do exciting things. We as students need to
be there to support them all the way. That
starts this weekend, when all four SLUH fall
sports have big games, some you probably
know about, some you may not.
Tonight, our football team puts its undefeated record to the test against defending

class 5 state champion Webster Groves. To
this point in the season, the Jr. Bill team has
taken the local high school football scene by
storm, winning their first two games handily
against opponents ranked in the area’s top
ten. There’s no denying it will be a challenge
for the Jr. Bills tonight. The Statesmen have
steamrolled their first two opponents by a
combined score of 91-21 . Webster is a tough,
athletic team which has many very talented
players. But guess what? So is SLUH. And
if the Jr. Billiken players can look into the
stands and see that raucous wave of blue
cheering them on for the extra yard it just
might make all the difference.
Then, on Saturday morning, the defending state champion cross-country team hosts
the annual Forest Park Festival. The festival
features dozens of cross country teams from
around the midwest every year and sets the
precedent for area cross country meets. The
SLUH team has won the festival the last four
years in a row, and as the No. 2 ranked team
in the state, they look to extend that streak.
I will be there for the first time, and I am
really looking forward to seeing the buzz in
Forest Park and watching the Jr. Bills defend
their home turf.
Saturday at five, the SLUH soccer team
takes on rival DeSmet at the CBC tournament. It is the SLUH’s first time this year
the Jr. Bills take on the Spartans, and I for

one would love to see SLUH establish itself
as the dominant Jesuit school this year.
Also on Saturday, the SLUH swim team
is at the Marquette relays. The Jr. Bill swim
team has several of its best swimmers back
from last year and has a legitimate shot to
win the MCC title.
Obviously, I don’t expect you to go to
every game. I won’t. We have sleep to catch
up on, homework to do, and people to see.
But, everyone should make an effort to go
to at least one of these events this weekend.
And everyone should make an effort to go
see all of these teams at some point during
the season.
We are lucky to have many classmates
with extraordinary athletic talents. The kid
who sits next to you in physics class could
be an all-MCC performer. Someone in your
carpool might set a state record. The guys
with whom we share our everyday experiences at SLUH are doing tremendous and
special things on the athletic field. By going
and supporting these classmates, we get a
chance to share in these accomplishments.
And while SLUH sports teams this year
are, as usual, very good, our support needs
to go beyond that. Winning games is both
important and exciting, but even in losses
our classmates are putting forth an extraordinary effort. It means nothing to be proud
of our teams when we win if we don’t also
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lift them up when they lose.
We are all proud of being Jr. Billikens.
We love to strut around in our U. High apparel. We boast about everything from mixer
attendance to ACT scores. We revel in the
idea that, as SLUH students, we are the best
at what we do. But so far when it comes to
supporting our peers on the athletic field,
we have come up short. We get out-cheered
at sporting events, sometimes on our home
field. We take solace in the fact that we
paint the freshman blue at the beginning of
the year and that we all answer the question
“Who’s high? Who’s high?” at the top of
our lungs every once in a while, but that’s
not enough. We need to walk the walk. We
need to show that we can be the best when
it comes to supporting our teams.
And let’s face it, it can be fun to root
for those teams. It’s fun to get together with
your friends and cheer for your classmates
giving it their all on the athletic field. It’s fun
to make fun of the other teams or plead to
the refs for a call. It’s fun to be painted blue
and yell “sluhnami” no matter how lame the
cheer.
I hope this weekend we can have some
fun and support our classmates. And I hope
it doesn’t stop there. Go to games and talk
to girls. But cheer and cheer loudly. Support
your classmates and know that they appreciate it.
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Student publications update
by Conor Gearin
and Jack Godar
news editor, reporter

SLUH’s writers plan to debate, subvert, and entertain

S

t. Louis U. High’s student publications plan for another busy year of
writing. For some, it’s business as usual.
For others, significant changes in leadership and mission are being enacted.
ARTWORK BY CLAYTON PETRAS

Gadfly, SLUH’s magazine of culture, literature, artwork, subversion and what-haveyou, plans to continue publishing one issue
every month, with seniors Editor-in-Chief
Michael Blair, Arts Editor Luke Hellwig,
and Opinion Editor Joe Earsom at the helm.
They hope to put out the September issue
early next week, distributed for free.

“There was some discussion of going to a
daily issue of Gadfly. But we don’t want to
embarrass the other publications that pride
themselves on frequent publishing,” said
Hellwig.
Blair said that he will keep the leadership structure of Gadfly loose and inclusive
so that the underclassmen will be prepared
to take over next year.
Gadfly’s TV wing, however, has taken on
an ambitious production schedule. Hellwig
said that the goal is to produce one episode
every two weeks, far more rigorous than last
year’s unstructured schedule of four episodes
interspersed over the entire school year. Blair
said that this year is about solidifying the
expansion of last year.
With this year’s new budget, Gadfly
TV now has access to the KUHI TV room
and its equipment, making the high volume
of episodes possible. Blair, Hellwig, and
seniors Ralph Scozzafava, Zach Harwood,
and John Sachs are currently the main men
on the TV production crew.
With so many episodes, Gadfly TV
hopes to include as much of the student
body in its videos as it can. As a skit show,
it has the ability to show off a wide variety
of characters in the SLUH community. For
instance, a sophomore is featured in the first
episode, said moderator David Callon.
“We’re trying to suck everyone into
our vortex of anarchy. The idea is to be as
inclusive and flexible as possible by showcasing different people and their interests,”
explained Blair.

The voice of the student left at St. Louis U. High

The SLUH Progressive is currently
working to rebuild its leadership structure.
Two of the three editors graduated at the end
of last year, and moderator Paul Michaelson
passed away over the summer, leaving junior
Editor Joe Klein as the sole leader of the
political journal. He is now trying to cultivate
interest and assemble a staff.
“People come up to me and ask, ‘When
is the Progressive going to start up? When
is it going to be published? What can I write
for it?’” said Klein. “I haven’t really pulled
together everybody’s interests yet … but I
definitely have support; there are people that

are willing to write for it.”
At Klein’s request, psychology teacher
Marge Schmidt has agreed to moderate the
SLUH Democrats club and supervise the
Progressive, though the decision has not
yet been made official through Assistant
Principal for Student Life Brock Kesterson.
Klein said the Progressive differs from
the SLUH Review in that the Progressive aims
to focus solely on political issues and current
events. Like the Review, the Progressive
plans to come out every other week through
Zimbra.

The SLUH Review hopes to expand
both the issues it covers and the spectrum of
opinions it represents. Last year, the biweekly
journal was primarily focused on political
issues and tended to attract conservative
opinions. Senior Editor Logan Hayward said
this year’s Review staff wants to change that.
“Last year we basically just had a small
nexus of people who wrote. We want to
expand that,” Hayward said. He plans to
do this by having more articles about local
events and issues—about SLUH and St.
Louis. He hopes that by expanding into
such issues, the Review will attract a broader
spectrum of writers—going beyond the small
demographic of students interested in writing
about politics.
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“So were not necessarily abandoning
politics, we’re just broadening our scope,”
said Hayward.
This goal is already being achieved,
according to Hayward. In the first issue,
emailed to students last Wednesday, senior
Sam Harris wrote an article about global
warming that was moderate if not liberal,
said Hayward. The other article, by David
Farel, was a theological discussion of the
importance of God.
The Review meets every Wednesday and
currently has a staff of three editors—Hayward, junior Joseph Esswein, and sophomore
Dominic LaMantia—and three core staff
writers. They plan to publish every other
week, sending out the PDF file of the latest
issue over Zimbra email.

Sisyphus

Sisyphus, SLUH’s magazine of
literature and the arts, will continue
to put out two issues a year, one in
late January and one in early May,
at the cost of a quarter.
The magazine will have a
larger staff this year than in past
years, said moderator Rich Moran.
In addition to the three returning
literary editors––seniors Conor
Gearin, Michael Blair, and Conor
Fellin and junior Nate Heagney––juniors
Brendan McEnery and Sean Murphy and
sophomores Alex Tartar and Kieran Conley
will become literary editors this year. Senior
Nicholas Dooling will join the three returning
art editors—seniors Andrew Beckerle and
Patrick O’Leary and junior Greg Fister. In
addition, Fister will be both a literary and
art editor.
“It’s good to have someone that knows
both the art and the literature,” Moran said
of Fister’s appointment.
Moran hopes that the magazine will
have a large field of contributors this year
to put the larger editing staff to use.
“So much of what we end up producing
depends upon what our contributors make,
both the literature and the artwork. So it’s not

St. Louis U. High’s Magazine
of Literature and the Arts

easy for us to determine what this coming
issue is going to be like,” said Moran. “There
was considerable interest at the activities fair.
(But) our actual experience with names that
come up at the activities fair and those that
actually make contributions to the magazine
is not necessarily that consistent.”
Moran also hopes to continue the Sisyphus podcast, an audio show hosted by
Sisyphus editors and disseminated to students
over Zimbra, that showcased two pieces of
literature from each issue. The authors read
their work and then discuss it with the hosts.
“(Moderator Frank) Kovarik ran that,
and I thought that was really cool. I was
very happy with how that turned out,” said
Moran.

HIGH FIVE
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exam was unique in that only one student
took it, senior Yuichiro Katagiri. The exam
was added specifically for him because he
had a thorough knowledge of Japanese language and culture. Katagiri lived in Japan
for the first four years of his life and speaks
Japanese at home, so the test was very easy
for him. Katagiri said the only thing he had
to work on was his writing skills because he
had not written the language in a while.
SLUH students also took the English
Language and Composition exam for the
first time this year. After talking to other
AP teachers at various workshops asking
them what it took to do well on the English
Language Exam, Becvar thought that SLUH
students would do well despite not having a
specific English Language AP course. Becvar
and senior English teachers advertised the
exam to seniors and the school purchased
practice test books.
Of the 18 students who took the exam
with little to no preparation, 16 earned fours
or fives and the other two earned threes.
“That’s a credit to what they have learned
over the years in English,” said Becvar. “I’m
hoping this year to expand to have more
seniors who try to take that.”
The major changes last year included

the new wrestling room serving as the testing room, Schmidt coordinating the exams,
and the movement to online sign-ups for the
exams.
Schmidt said that she thought the process of signing up and administering the
exams went very smoothly. She noted that
she received a lot of positive feedback from
the teachers.
She specifically cited the transition to an
online sign-up, new last year, as a significant
factor in the smoothness of the exams.
She said, “The students were saying,
‘Boy, it was really easy to register.’”
Another factor she noted was the preregistration assembly, which Schmidt said
saved a lot of time on the testing days because
students had already filled out much of their
personal information for the exams.
Becvar said that Schmidt did an “unbelievable amount of work. She should
certainly be thanked for all her hard work
last year.”
Becvar noted that the room was a nice
place to have exams because it is separate
from the rest of the school and PA announcements can be turned off.
Information on AP Scholars will be
released at the end of September.
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Football dismantles strong Ladue team
Jr. Bills race to
28-7 win, now ranked
fifth in area
by Ryan Dowd
reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High football team
surged to number five in the PostDispatch’s large schools ranking with a
decisive 28-7 win over the Ladue Rams
last Friday. The Jr. Bills used a proficient
combo of run and pass plays to gradually
wear down the Rams, while the defense
shut down one of the area’s most dynamic all-around offensive players in Ladue
quarterback Kortland Webb.
The Jr. Bills began their second game just
as they did their first—confidently marching
the ball down the field but not scoring. Junior
quarterback Trevor McDonagh forced a pass
into tight coverage, this time resulting in his
first interception of the year.
Parkway North had caught the Jr. Bill
defense off guard in the first drive the previous week, but that did not happen two weeks
in a row. Ladue gained yards using their speed
to attack the edge, but the Jr. Bills countered
quickly to keep pace with the Rams. The
drive was highlighted by a powerful tackle
by junior end Jamil Irvin-Muhammad on an
attempted reverse. Ladue reached SLUH’s
35-yardline, but senior end Phil Hogrebe
turned the ball over on downs.
The Jr. Bills continued to move the
ball downfield. McDonagh orchestrated the
drive by using a combo of short passes and
running plays. The series ended in the sure
hands of junior wideout Mitch Klug from a
7-yard bullet from McDonagh.
After a forced fumble by senior linebacker and captain John Brusati which was
shortly recovered by Irvin-Muhammad, the
Jr. Bill offense had a short field. From the
33-yard line, McDonagh launched a towering
pass to Klug, who shielded the Ladue defender and caught the pass for a touchdown.
The SamBradfordbills had a 14-0 lead going
into the second quarter, as they seemed to
have kicked their early stumbles from the
first game.
The Jr. Bill defense consistently held
Ladue in the run game, but Webb twisted
and wiggled his way into SLUH territory.
Junior free safety Paul Simon, who had a
pick called back earlier on a personal foul,
halted the Rams’ drive. It was déjá-vu for

Webb when Simon again made the interception on the SLUH 7-yard line.
Later in the quarter, the Jr. Bills found
their offensive rhythm yet again. Junior
tailback T.K. Hawkins darted through tight
holes, continuing his early season success.
McDonagh zipped the ball to streaking receivers in stride. Quickly advancing to the
Ladue 33-yard-line, McDonagh flicked a
long pass to junior wideout Stefan Sansone
in man-to-man coverage. The ball came up
a couple yards short, but Sansone adjusted
smoothly, easily sidestepping the Ladue
defender to glide into the end zone. The
touchdown was Sansone’s second of the
season and McDonagh’s third of the half.
Down 21 points, Ladue turned to Webb
and its arsenal of speedy backs to put points
on the board with five minutes remaining
in the first half. Webb and the other runners
slipped through small holes on the outskirts
of the Jr. Bill defense, scrapping out first
downs. The Jr. Bills geared back crunching
the Rams on each run, but the Rams scooted
down the field. Webb finally fired a short
six-yard touchdown pass to Jehu Chesson.
The half concluded 21-7 in favor of the Jr.
Bills.
Ladue transferred the rhythm they had
gained at the end of the first half in their
first drive of the third quarter. After Webb
drove the Rams to the SLUH 10-yard line,
the defense held though. Three valiant stops
later, senior captain Elliot Fish soared up in
the corner of the end zone to break up a possible fourth down conversion touchdown.
“I think our defensive backs have done a
lot better this year at stopping the pass,” said
junior middle linebacker Sean Rammaha.
This was the last threat by the Ram
offense for the rest of the game. Rammaha
credited the team’s defense success to “just
playing with intensity and even when you’re
down not giving up and just constantly fighting to get back in the game.”
The Jr. Bill offense consistently moved
the ball on Ladue, but they were unable to
put it all together in one drive as they had
three times previously in the first half.
“I think we made some serious steps
from week one,” said junior guard Sam
Knesel. “I’m still not content with our play
right now. With our tools and potential we
can make a bigger step.”
Following McDonagh’s second interception into a densely populated area, the Jr.
Bills handed the offensive keys to Hawkins.
Hawkins carried the ball 10 times on a 13play drive. Hawkins simply outran, outhit,
and out-hearted a weary Ladue defense for

5
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T.K. Hawkins blasts through Ladue defenders.

83 yards on that single drive, capping it off
with a 6-yard run. The drive ate up 7:13 as
the fourth quarter wound down.
“That shows our versatility right there,
that we can run it when we need to, pass
when we need to, whatever we need to we
can get it done,” said Fish.
Ladue could not muster any sort of
comeback, and the game ended 28-7, in
favor of the Jr. Bills.
Said head coach Gary Kornfeld of the
meticulous performance, “Any time you
come away with a ‘W’ it’s a good night.”
McDonagh, while not perfect, still
worked efficiently, completing 16 of 23
passes for 170 yards and three touchdowns.
Klug snatched eight catches for 80 yards
and another two touchdowns, bringing his
season total to four.
Klug has not been the only prolific receiver so far this season, as Sansone caught
six balls for 70 yards and another touchdown
catch.
But Hawkins was clearly the man of
the night. On 28 carries, a total doubling his
previous amount, he ran for 201 yards—a

7.2 average—and one touchdown.
Simon and Brusati led the defense.
Brusati compiled eight solo tackles, along
with his second forced fumble of the year.
Simon wrapped up Ladue players seven
times and picked off Webb once officially,
with another called back on a penalty.
Balance has been the key to the offense’s
success so far this year. In the first two games,
the Jr. Bills have passed 41 times and run 44
times.
“We always do (offensive balance)
really well. We can hit them with anything
really. If we need to pass, we can pass; if we
need to run, we can run,” said Fish.
Defensively, the Jr. Bills have combined
team speed and sound tackling to shut down
their opponents. Oftentimes, three or four
Jr. Bills drag the ball carrier to the ground.
After allowing 21 points in the first quarter
to Parkway North, the Jr. Bills have allowed
a total of 14 points in the last 7 quarters.
“It just shows that we’re really balanced and have athletes everywhere, and
that whatever a team throws at us we have

see FOOTBALL, 7

Soccer splits in Indy, drops tough loss to Vianney
by Danny Lucchesi and
Hart
reporters        

A

Patrick

fter a low-key first week, the soccer
team (3-2) entered an amped-up second week. They traveled to Indianapolis
for battles against fellow Jesuit schools,
including a 1-0 loss to national No. 4
St. Ignatius of Cleveland, and began the
CBC Tournament with a 1-0 loss to Metro
Catholic Conference rival Vianney.
The Jr. Bills started their long week last
Thursday with a game against the Bulldogs
of Fort Zumwalt South.
They started off the game slowly as
they failed to hold onto the ball for the first
10 minutes of the game. However, SLUH
picked up its game for the rest of the half
as they managed to control the flow of the
game.
Junior midfielder Ryan Merrifield and
senior attacker Brian Bement supplied goals,
and the Jr. Bills dominated defensively and
held the Bulldogs to zero shots on goal.
They went into half leading by a score
of 2-0, but unfortunately at the beginning of
the second half the officials had to call the

game due to inclement weather.
fired up the team, and SLUH came out playFriday night the Bills traveled to India- ing in top form. Despite best efforts from
napolis to take on Ignatius. In the first half, senior captains Richie Hoffman and Rob
SLUH came out hitting hard en route to four Carr, the Jr. Bills could not score an equalizer,
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yellow cards
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fell 1-0.
Despite
The next afterthe high connoon the Bills
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squared off
was well in
against a far
tune with
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most all 90 minmounting an
utes of the game.
effective ofBement scored
fense.
in the first half to
Ignatius
even the score at
got on the
one, and early in
board on a
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rebound ball Senior Michael Kiesewetter tries to win the ball from a Brebeuf player. senior forward
that bounced around in the middle of the box Dylan Gardner put them in the lead.
for some time before Ignatius put it away.
		
Martel gave some bench players a
At halftime head coach Charlie Martel chance to shine, and many took advantage

of the opportunity.
The game ended in a 2-1 SLUH win,
but Hoffman believed the score could have
been much higher. “We missed a lot of opportunities … especially up front,” he said.
The Jr. Bills played their first game of
the CBC Tournament against the Griffins
of Vianney on Tuesday. They went into the
tournament hoping to defend last year’s
title. However, the Jr. Bills did not look like
they were in championship form, as they
struggled to penetrate the solid Vianney
defense in the first half. When they did, the
few shots they had very rarely made their
way to the net.
Carr was escorted off the field at the
beginning of the half due to an injury.
The Griffins did not do much better,
though. They, like the Jr. Bills, also failed to
control the possession of the ball and could
not capitalize on their shots. The shots they
did manage to put on net were rejected by
senior goalkeeper Andrew Evola.
“He’s been good for us all year,” said
Martel of Evola. The Jr. Bills went into half
time with the score tied at zero.

see SOCCER, 7
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Cross Country takes First Capitol
by Greg Fister
reporter

A

t McNair Park, the St. Louis U. High
varsity and junior varsity teams’ hard
work paid off last Friday. They walked
away from their first race of the season,
the First Capitol Invitational, with championsips in the varsity and JV divisions, a
first-place win in the class 4 division for
senior Tim Rackers, and four other top-10
finishes.
Most runners agreed that the overall
times were a bit slower on Friday’s race due
to tall grass and gusty winds, but despite
these factors and the fact that this was the
team’s 2010 season debut race, the team did
very well.
“With a win, you have to be happy,” said
head coach Joe Porter, though he remarked
that there is still room for improvement. He
noted SLUH’s early success over Francis
Howell by 50 points was significant to the
team’s prospects later in the season.
“We’ve made some mistakes, but we’ve
learned from them, and now we are ready
(for the rest of the season),” said Porter.
Crossing the line in first place (fifth
overall) in the white division with a time of
16:52 was Rackers. Despite being stuck near
the back of the race for the first kilometer,
Rackers worked his way all the way to the
front of the race.
Not far behind him came senior Joe
Meier in sixth with a time of 17:11, and
junior Nathan Rubbelke in seventh with a
time of 17:12. Seniors Dan Raterman and
Alan Ratermann rounded out the top 5 scoring in 15th and 19th respectively. Sixth on
the team was junior Mike McLaughlin, who

finished in 21st, maintaining the traditional
SLUH strategy of keeping together as a pack
for most of the race.
“It’s nice to have your brothers around
you (in a race),” said Ratermann of the importance of pack running. “(The race was) at
times a little slow, but we got the job done.
(It was an) overall good day, and we got to
see all our hard work pay off.”
Meier, who ran with the State championship team last year, was overall satisfied
with the results of Friday’s race, though he
did not reach his goal time-wise.
Meier’s goal was to “get out fast, and
be in front.”
“I got out fine, it was a good race; I’m
happy with 6th,” said Meier. His goals for
this season have not changed much since the

race; he still hopes to get a personal record
under 16 minutes for a 5K, and earn a spot
in the top 10 runners at State.
To contend at State, though, SLUH will
need to run even tighter races as a team.
“Once we bring our racing times together, then we can talk about winning at
State,” said Porter about the importance of
team unity.
SLUH will race at 12:05 on Saturday
at Central Fields in Forest Park for the 2010
Forest Park Cross Country Festival. Teams
from all over the Midwest are attending, but
SLUH’s A varsity hopes to achieve a victory
for the fourth straight year. The SLUH A will
include the top 9 runners, while SLUH B
will include the next 9 runners in the varsity
race as well.
PHOTO BY MRS. MARY ANN MUETH

by Cullin
reporter

T

Tripp

he Junior Bills (1-1) started off their
season with a win last Thursday, topping Parkway West 108-78.
“I thought we did pretty well. A lot of
people improved their times, but I think
we can continue to get better”, said senior
captain Jake Chisolm.
Along with the win, the team qualified
its first batch of swimmers for state. The
200-yard medley relay team of junior Amir
Paschal, senior Steve Hoerr, freshman Luke
Sloan, and senior Michael Hagerty qualified
for state with a time of 1:46.43. Paschal also
qualified in the 100 butterfly with a time of

From left: senior Alan Ratermann, junior Mike McLaughlin, seniors Eric Mueth, Joe Meier,
Dan Raterman, and junior Nathan Rubbelke warm up before the race.

56.10, and junior Michael Barry qualified
with a score of 243.
“Our first real swim meet was exciting!
We went into the meet knowing it would be a
tough matchup, but it felt good to get a win,”
commented head coach Rachel Graczak after
the meet on Thursday.
Next on the list was Parkway South, a
PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO

solid team that finished fourth in the state
meet last season. Even though the Jr. Bills
swam a great meet, it wasn’t enough to beat
Parkway South. The final score was 11174.
“We knew it was going to be a hard
win, and even though we lost, we had a lot
of good swims. That gives me hopes for the
Marquette Relays, and I think we’ll place
highly,” said Graczak.
Graczak has high hopes for Sloan, who
finished first place in the 500 freestyle with
a time of 5:08.98, just a second shy of state
qualifying time. Hoerr also inched closer to
state, with a first place and a time of 1:07.06
in the 100 yard breastroke. Hoerr hopes to
bring his time even lower to qualify for state.
Qualifying time for the 100 breast is 1:05.59.
The Swimbills’ next event is Marquette
Relays this weekend, followed by a trip to
Lafayette on Thursday, Sept. 16.

Junior Amir Paschal surging forward in his lane.

STUCO Representative Election Results
The following students were elected by their homerooms this week to be Student Council Homeroom Representatives:

Seniors
M101- Brian Bement
M104- David Dereak
M106- Patrick Fox
M108- Kevin Goessling
M110- Riley Konzen
M112- Kevin Leuck
M114- Will Meiners
M116- Zach Rauschenbach
M118- Will Schmitt
M122- Franklin Warner

Thursday, September 4

JV Soccer (1-0)
SLUH 4, Fort Zumwalt South 1
Junior Joey Gasperoni tied the game at one
in the first, and the Jr. Bills came out of
halftime on fire, scoring three goals in the
first two minutes of the second half.
—Nate Heagney

Friday, September 3

JV Soccer (2-0)
SLUH 2, DeSmet 0
Junior midfielder Joey Ferber scored from
outside the goalie box late in the second
half to add to sophomore forward Joey
Coulson’s early goal, and junior goalie Dave
Trieschmann held the Spartans scoreless.
—Connor Madden
C Soccer (1-0)
SLUH 2, Vianney 0
The Jr. Bills̓ defense dominated both halves,
and most of the action took part in Vianney’s
half. First-half goals by Chris Klepfel and
Michael Dempster, both assisted by Tony
Doellefeld, gave the Bills’ the 2-0 win.
—Michael Daugherty
JV XC
First place at First Capitol Invitational
The 2010 JV XC swept its first race, and
freshman John Esswein took the crown from
his brother Joe by passing him with 600 meters to go and finishing with an outstanding
18:09 in his first high school 5k.
—Eric Mueth

Monday, September 6

Swimming splits meets with Parkways
Squad of swimmers
gets first qualifying times

Underclassman
sports updates

Juniors
M206- Nick Breunig
M208- Reid Cavallini
M210- Sam Erlinger
M216- Dan Gorla and Ben
Hilker (Co-representatives)
M218-Matt Hruz
M222- Chris Lynas
M224- Stephen Nelson
216C-Andrew Pitts
218C- Fritz Simmon
222C- Will Whitney

Sophomores
M201- Sam Bahlinger
M203- Michael Cella
M205- Andrew Garcia
M207- Anthony Heumann
M209- Peter Hummel
M215- Sam Martel
M217- Tyler McNeil
M219- Jack Schultz
M221- Scott Szewczyk

B Soccer (1-0)
SLUH 1, DeSmet 0
Sophomore Nick Kosciak scored off a beautiful through ball by sophomore Matt Steurer,
rifling his shot in the top shelf of the goal,
and the defense held strong for the rest of
the game as SLUH won 1-0.
—Eric Mueth

Tuesday, September 7

B Soccer (2-0)
SLUH 1, Oakville 0
SLUH’s defense was very strong again in
their second showing of the season, and
sophomore Zach Hoffman received the ball
in the box and scored to break the scoreless
tie for the win.
—Eric Mueth
C Soccer (2-0)
SLUH 3, DeSmet 0
SLUH started the game slowly but kept the
ball in DeSmet’s end for most of the scoreless first half, as defender Tommy Hill killed
several DeSmet breaks. Early in the second,
though, defender Tim Manuel scored the
go-ahead goal to win.
—Mike Lumetta
JV Football (0-2)
Ladue 10, SLUH 7
Though trailing 10-0 at halftime, sophomore
Matt Binz connected with sophomore Alex
Mackin for a 20-yard touchdown to cut it
to 10-7. But SLUH’s fifth interception and
sixth turnover of the game ended SLUH’s
comeback hopes. Sophomore linebacker
Xavier Reese contributed by notching 7
tackles and playing injured in second half.
—Drew Brunts

Wednesday, September 8

B Soccer (3-0)
SLUH 3, Vianney 0
Sophomore Zach Hoffman scored in the first
five minutes , and sophomore Teddy Thorpe
made a great move to beat a defender and
put the ball in the back of the net as the Bills
clinched the Chaminade Tournament title.
—Eric Mueth
JV Soccer (3-0)
SLUH 6, Priory 1
Behind a hat trick from junior Joey Gasperoni, the Jr. Bills controlled the ball en route to
an easy victory. Junior Luke Gilsinger also
notched a goal to put the game out of reach.
—Nate Heagney
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Six students study in St. Petersburg school SOCCER
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by Zach Rauschenbach
reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High Russian Club
completed another successful trip
overseas this past summer. Led by Russian teacher Robert Chura, six seniors
made the long plane ride to St. Petersburg,
Russia. The six included Conor Gearin,
Pat Quinlan, Nick Lewchenko, Austin
Winn, Sam Harris, and Joe DeMaro.
The group was also accompanied by
SLUH alumnus Dan MacDougal ‘03 and his
girlfriend, who helped chaperone the trip.
The SLUH participants spent fifteen days
in a school in St. Petersburg, then traveled
to Moscow for a tourist trip before returning to St. Petersburg for the final day of the
exchange.
The trip is part of an exchange program
which has been a tradition of the Russian club
for several years. Four-year Russian students
have the opportunity to make the trip to take
part in an immersion course which counts
as SLUH credit. Because of its academic
purpose, the SLUH students attended daily
classes which mainly focused on improving
fluency with the Russian language. The students also participated in some art classes.
Each SLUH student was matched with a
host student and his or her family. The SLUH
students lived with their families for the 15
days in St. Petersburg. Living with their
Russian classmates allowed the students a
full immersion experience; each spent part

of each day completely isolated
from American culture.
When asked how he felt
the trip benefited him, Quinlan
noted the improvement in his
vocabulary during his stay.
“There were a lot of conversational words which you
just pick up from being over
there, which you wouldn’t learn
in an academic class,” he said.
“I felt very welcomed by
my hosts, it was like being at
home, only I was in Russia,”
said DeMaro.
Chura’s main goal for
the students was for them to
improve language fluency, but
he also recognized the oppor- Seniors Nick Lewchenko, Joe DeMaro, Pat Quinlan, Sam Harris, Conor
Gearin, and Austin Winn at Catherine’s Palace in Pushkin, outside of
tunity for cultural enrichment in
St. Petersburg.
the trip.
“(The SLUH students gain) a better un- participants than in past years at SLUH.
derstanding of not only how we are different, Generally around eight to ten students make
but why we are different,” said Chura, who the trip, and the slight drop does not really
said he also hoped that his students would surprise for Chura. Citing the current ecobe better able to understand the habits of nomic situation, Chura said the $3000 was
Russians which before the trip may have just too much for some students and their
families to handle this year. To make sure
seemed confusing or unusual.
By the end of the trip Chura said he the exchange program reads vibrant, Chura
hoped the students were able to understand said, he is looking to cut some costs for next
the world as if they viewed it “with Russian year’s trip.
eyes.”
The six students who made the trip this
year represented a smaller class of exchange
PHOTO COURTESY OF MR. BILL GEORGE
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confidence we can stop it,” said senior end
and captain Joe Blume.
The Jr. Bills will need this offensive
balance and defensive execution against
reigning Class 5 champion Webster Groves.
With one of the state’s best linebackers and all
around players, Jason Meehan, and playmakers across the board, it seems the Statesmen
have gotten better in spite of graduation.
Ranked No. 1 in Class 5, Webster has already
blown out McCluer and University City.
The Jr. Bills have handled similar competition so far this season. But their most
daunting test of the young season will occur
tonight when the unbeaten Jr. Bills charge
onto the field at hostile Moss Field against
the area’s most hyped team.

English teachers Bill George and Chuck Hussung led twelve seniors from the Irish
Literature class on a trip to Ireland this summer. The activities on the trip ranged from
climbing Croagh Patrick, a 2,507 foot tall mountain in County Mayo, Ireland, to browsing the shops of Dingle Town in southeast Ireland. They also boated to Skellig Michael,
a rocky island off the coast of County Kerry. After circling the country by car, the group
returned home from their trip on June 14.
-Written and reported by Thomas Riganti

Conversation Cube

I reward myself
after a big game/
race...
Joe “The Champ” With a glass of chocMeier, senior cap- olate milk
tain and varsity XC (Nesquik)
runner
-Compiled by
Nate Rubbelke

My goal for the My favorite Jersey
Shore character is...
season is...
Top 10 at State

What?
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(from 5)
The Jr. Bills took the field in the second
half after speeches from Martel and assistant
coach Charlie Clark. The play continued to
be pretty even throughout the beginning of
the half. The ball stayed in the middle of
the field for the most part, but the Jr. Bills
managed to get a few breaks towards the net.
The forwards, however, could not manage
to finish.
“We have had trouble inside the eighteen
(yard line) with our last pass and our last
shot,” said Martel.
Finally, after 10 minutes of even play,
the Griffins broke the tie by headballing in
a rebounded save from Evola.
The Jr. Bills fought back to try to regain
the lead, but as they tried they kept failing to
score and became frustrated. It did not help
that on several plays the referee stopped the
play despite the fact the Jr. Bills were playing
the advantage.
Asked if the referee’s calls affected
the outcome of the game, Bement said, “I
don’t think that (they) did. I mean, they did
prevent us from playing the advantage, but
we missed a lot of chances.”
Unfortunately time ran out, and the Jr.
Bills lost 1-0.
Despite the lack of offense in the game,
Evola and the SLUH defense have only allowed three goals in five games, and a team
has yet to score multiple goals against the
Jr. Bills.
The loss dropped the Jr. Bills’ record to
3-2. The next game of the CBC tournament
will take place Saturday against the Spartans
of DeSmet. Kickoff is at 5 p.m.

Soccer
Nightbeat

The Jr. Bills bounced back from their loss
Tuesday with a 3-1 win over host CBC at the
CBC Tournament. They put pressure on the
Cadets from the get-go, as senior forward
Brian Bement had a great opportunity to
score within the first minute of the game. The
first goal finally did come in the 28th minute
when junior midfielder Ryan Merrifield sent a
soaring cross from the far corner onto the foot
of senior forward Ben Emnett, who buried it
into the back of the net. SLUH’s defense, led
by senior Rob Carr and junior Sam Steurer,
was absolutely spectacular throughout the
game. Bement and Merrifield chipped in
goals in the second half, Bement off a steal
he created. CBC scored in the closing minutes
of the game, but SLUH won 3-1.
-Written and reported by Pat Hart

FUTURE SPORTS
REPORTERS

Interested in writing sports?
Huge sports fan?
_____ is my biggest Favorite pump-up
The Prep News needs underclassman sports
fan
music/song
reporters! See Mike Lumetta or Eric Mueth,
or come to the Prep News office in J220 after
(Senior XC Captain) T-Swiz (Taylor
school today. We’ll hook you up.
Alan Ratermann
Swift)

Jamil Irvin-Muhammad,
junior, varsity defensive End

By kicking it with
the family.

Win State

J-Woww

(Senior) Pat Lally

Brian Bement,
senior, varsity
soccer

Call up all my adoring fans and sign
autographs

Win the State Championship

Snooki

(Senior) Gino Perrini

Amir Paschal,
j u n i o r, v a r s i t y
swimmer and
2009 State qualifier

With a nice victory
dance on the side of
the pool. I hit that
dougie like thunder…

Make State…Oh I
already did that…
Win MCCs and take
2-3 seconds off my
100 fly.

What’s Jersey
Shore?

So many to
choose…
(Freshman) Luke
Sloan and
(Freshman) Larry
Hoerr

Corrections &
A

Notorious B.I.G.
mplifications
I listened to it last
-The
final
sentence
of last week’s article
week.
on admissions at SLUH was cut off prematurely. The sentence should have run as
Anything Techno. follows:
“In addition to financial aid, Hannick
Anything that makes
will
continue to serve as a consultant for
it a party.
the admissions office which he directed
for eight years.”
Papa Roach
-The headline of last week’s feature story
Fallout Boy
on senior Andrew Beckerle incorrectly
Offspring
stated his class year. Beckerle is a member
Weezer
Oh yeah, I got hype! of the Class of 2011, not the Class of
2010.
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Hey, Nonny

(from 1)
back.
drug cartels on Americans, the students and parents in the
“I have to talk to Campus Ministry next Wednesday,”
van were afraid of what might happen during the incident. said Bieber.
Meredith Hiller said that they never identified the men as
Alternate options include Appalachia, Jamaica, Belize,
part of the cartels, but the men did not identify themselves western Mexico, and an Indian reservation. Bieber guessed
as government officials either.
that there is an 80 percent chance that SLUH will not return
“It was extremely intimidating, very scary, because to Mexico over spring break.
with the whole drug cartel situation going on down there,
However, students predominantly want to go back to
we had no idea what to expect out of the situation,” said Reynosa. Many said that the service and the families they
Colleen Hiller, mother of Meredith and Brian,
PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMES FISTERserved had a big impact on
who was in the van with her
them, and they do not want
daughter at the time.
to leave the families.
“It was real tense.
“Just the family memNo one really wanted to
bers that you built for just
freak out or say anything,
kind of like hits you,” said
because, you know, you
senior leader Dylan Garddon’t want to provoke them
ner. “We don’t see that
into thinking we might be
poverty in St. Louis very
a threat or anything. So
much, so it’s nice to go
everyone was real quiet—I
down there and see what’s
don’t know,” said Meredith
out there that we can do for
Hiller. “People were cryother families.”
ing, just really not saying
Brian Hiller said that
anything, but you could tell,
he had not initially wanted
look around, everyone’s
to give up his spring break,
freaking out.”
but that he ended up enjoyHowever, Bieber and Part of SLUH’s group to Mission: Mexico from spring break this past March. ing the trip. He said that he
others involved with the trip
did not want to abandon the
at SLUH had no knowledge of what had happened, except people of the colonia after the work done this year, especially
that something had happened to dissuade Cor Jesu from with the effects of the recent flooding.
returning.
“I thought it was one of the coolest things I’ve ever
The other three schools on Mission: Mexico—Cor Jesu, done,” said he said. “I think we should go back to the same
St. Joe, and DeSmet—are not going back to Reynosa, and place. I’m hoping we do.”
trip director Simonie Bieber has been considering options
Senior Zach Rauschenbach also felt that it is important
for the future of the trip at SLUH. Overall, Bieber said, for SLUH to continue its service in the colonia.
Strategic is only facilitating one trip to Reynosa this year
“We’ve established a relationship with the people down
besides Ashby’s church’s trip.
there, and maintaining that relationship is important for our
Bieber met with Principal John Moran yesterday to dis- mission efforts,” he said.
cuss the risk of going to Reynosa and possible replacements
“I really liked being able to go back and see the house,
if it is no longer an option. One alternate trip could replace and I like the idea of going back and seeing—I don’t even
Reynosa, or students could go to three different locations know her name, Minovia is what I called her—like going
in smaller groups if sites that accommodate many students back and seeing how she’s doing,” said senior Kevin Flaker,
cannot be found. As for the colonia, SLUH will probably take who has gone twice. “But I understand they don’t want to
up a gift collection at least, and perhaps organize a summer put our lives at risk.”
trip for adults and willing students. Another consideration is
As of now, Bieber only knows one thing with certainly
that recent floods covered much of the colonia, and, though about Mission: Mexico this year.
the water is receding, the houses built last spring have had
“There will be a spring break mission trip,” she said.
at least three feet of standing water. However, the school What that trip will look like, though, is still unknown.
has not made any final decisions as to whether or not to go

Environment
Club Meeting!
Do you like free
food?

Forecast printed with permission of
the National Weather Service.
St. Louis, MO
Weather Service Office
Phone: 636-441-8467
Compiled by Conor Gearin

Want to get a few
free comestibles at
activity period?
Come to the
Environment Club
Meeting in J227
during Activity
Period to learn
more about us!
Prep News
Calculus Quote
of the Week

On Vertical
Asymptotes:
“Whatever you do,
there’s going to
be problems at c.
There’s no way to
patch it up.”
—Mr. Steingruby
Think about it.

September 10, 2010

Schedule R

Today

7:50am STUCO Homeroom Rep Voting
AP
College Reps:
		
Saint John’s University (M108)
		
Southern Methodist University 		
		(M110)
Snack—Pepperoni Boscos
1:30pm College Rep: The College of Wooster 		
(Counseling Office)
4:30pm C Soccer vs. Edwardsville
7pm
Football @ Webster Groves
Lunch Special—Brunch for Lunch
Healthy—Pizza Calzone

Saturday, September 11
8am
9am
5pm

ACT
Cross Country @ FPXC Festival
Soccer @ CBC Tourney vs. DeSmet

Sunday, September 12
9:30am Family Mass
12pm
KEEN

Monday, September 13

Schedule R

Tuesday, September 14

Schedule R

Wednesday, September 15

Schedule R

Thursday, September 16

Schedule R

AP
College Reps:
		
McDaniel College (M112)
		
McKendree University (M114)
		
Monmouth College (M116)
Snack—Beef Taquitos
4:15pm C Soccer vs. Chaminade
4:30pm JV Soccer @ Hillsboro
JV Football vs. Webster Groves
Lunch Special—Tony’s Pizza
Healthy—Country Fried Steak
AP

Rosary
College Reps:
		
Benedictine College (M104)
		
Cornell College (M108)
		
University of Dallas (M112)
		
DePaul University (M114)
Duke University (M116)
		
University of Evansville (M115)
University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities (M107)
		
Southeast Missouri State
			
University (M105)
Snack—Waffle Fries
4pm
C Soccer @ CBC
4:30pm JV Football @ Ladue
6pm
Alumni Mothers General Meeting
Lunch Special—Chinese Combos
Healthy—Lasagna Roll-Up
AP
College Reps:
		
Butler University (M114)
		
Princeton University (M116)
		Rose-Hulman Institute
			
of Technology (M116)
Snack—Cheese Garlic Bread
4pm
JV Soccer vs. Webster Groves
6pm
Soccer vs. Webster Groves
Lunch Special—Toasted Ravioli
Healthy—Chicken and Dumplings
AP

STUCO Forum
College Reps:
		
University of Denver (M112)
		
Dominican University (M114)
		
Drake University (M116)
Snack—Bosco Sticks
11am
Mix-it-up Lunch
4pm
V2 Cross Country @
		
Parkway Cental Invite
Swimming @ Lafayette
C Football vs. CBC
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan

Friday, September 17

Schedule M

Sports Pep Rally
AP
College Reps:
		
University of Dayton (M104)
		
University of Kansas (M108)
		
Knox College (M112)
		
Loras College (M114)
Snack—Mini Tacos
4:30pm C Soccer vs. DeSmet
B Soccer vs. DeSmet
Soccer vs. DeSmet
6pm
Reunions—Classes of ‘55 and ‘80
7pm
Football @ CBC
Lunch Special—Spinach Salad
Healthy—Homemade Beef Stew

